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When you wake up in the morning, what is the first thing that you look for? Most of the people will
search for getting the newspaper that the vendor has left at the door when even the first ray of sun
has not touched the earth. We all love news and want to know what is happening around us. With
busy lives and hectic schedules, it has become tough for people to remain updated with the
happenings around the world. There is hardly any time to stand and stare, even at the newspaper.
The advent of Internet in our hectic lives has paved the way for e-reading, i.e. newspapers at online
medium.

Reading newspapers online has become a new trend with the need to save time and go digital.
There are so many newspapers available online. Some even provide headlines in different pages
and if you want to study the news in detail then you can go for detailed pages on it. Online
newspapers save a great deal of time as you can browse through the news during break times.
Even for those who are traveling, it is very convenient form to know what is happening around the
world as print newspapers may not be available everywhere.

Benefits of Online Newspapers:

â€¢	Wherever you go, you can catch up with the latest news by reading online newspaper. Print
newspapers may not be available everywhere.

â€¢	Helps in getting the latest news within few minutes of occurrence of incidents

â€¢	Enables easy storage of your favorite news stories but incase of print stories the ink may fade off
the paper or the paper may depreciate after a few years.

â€¢	Helps in finding the favorite news topics easily without much hassle. Just imagine standing
amongst a pile of newspapers in search of an old news story and you will understand how this
feature helps.

â€¢	Online newspaper cover almost every part of the world where as the print newspapers may
provide only domestic or local news

â€¢	Reading news becomes interesting with different color versions provided for newspapers online.
News reading no more gets hasty due to black and white color version.
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Dobazaar is a UAE based online bookstore that offers all types of a Online Newspapers. a Buy
Newspapers Online and get free Delivery at your doorstep.
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